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(54) REDUCING FALSE ALARMS WHEN USING NETWORK KEEP-ALIVE MESSAGES

(57) Techniques are described to reduce false
alarms in network devices utilizing keepalive messaging
schemes. In order to potentially avoid false alarms, a
transmitting network device adjusts quality of service
QOS / TOS settings in keep-alive probe packets that are
sent later in a current detection interval such that the

keep-alive probe packets have escalating priorities. In
addition, for keep-alive probe packets that are sent later
in the current detection interval, the network device may
also insert host-level preferential indicator within each of
the packets to request preferential treatment at both itself
and the peer network device.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This disclosure relates generally to computer networks, and more specifically, to periodic communications,
such as communications used for liveliness detection, between devices in a computer network.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Applications executing within a network environment frequently utilize "keep alive" messaging schemes to
monitor operational status of other applications within the network. For example, applications executing on network
devices within network environment send periodic packets to each to confirm connectivity and to indicate operational
status of each device. These periodic packets are sometimes referred to as "keepalives" or "hellos." For example, a first
application executing on one network device may send periodic packets to a peer application executing on another
network device every 50 milliseconds (ms) to indicate that the first application is still operational. Likewise, the application
may detect reception of corresponding periodic packets from the peer application within the same period of time (e.g.,
50 ms). When a threshold number of packets have not been received in the allotted time frame, the application determines
that a session failure event has occurred, such as failure of the network device on which the peer application is executing,
failure of a link or node connecting the two network devices or failure of the application itself. In response to the failure,
the network device on which the peer application is executing may take certain actions, such as redirecting communi-
cations to a different peer application.
[0003] As one example, routers may exchange periodic packets by establishing a session provided by the bidirectional
forwarding detection (BFD) protocol. In accordance with BFD, a first router periodically sends BFD packets at a negotiated
transmission time interval and detects a session failure event when the router does not receive a BFD packet from a
second router within session detection time interval. For instance, a router may negotiate to receive BFD packets every
50 ms from a peer router and may independently utilize a detection multiplier of three (3) times that interval, i.e., 150
ms in this example, for detecting failure. If the receiving router does not receive a BFD packet from the peer router within
the 150 ms session detection time interval, the receiving router detects a connectivity failure with respect to the second
router. Consequently, the receiving router may update its routing information to route traffic around the second router.
Further details of the BFD protocol may be found in the proposed standard for BFD, by D. Katz and D. Ward (Juniper
Networks, June 2010, ISSN: 2070-1721), the entire content of which is incorporated herein by reference.

SUMMARY

[0004] The invention is defined in the appended claims.
[0005] In general, techniques of this disclosure are directed to reducing false alarms in network devices utilizing
keepalive messaging schemes. As described herein, in order to potentially avoid false alarms, a transmitting network
device may adjusts quality of service (QOS) / type of service (TOS) settings in keep-alive probe packets for a commu-
nication session that are sent later in a detection interval for the communication session such that the keep-alive probe
packets have escalating priorities. That is, when transmitting keep-alive probe packets for a given communication session,
the network device monitors whether a response communication (e.g., keep-alive response packets or asynchronous
keep-alive probe packets) has been received from the peer device within the current detection interval and sets the
QOS/TOS settings within headers of the keep-alive probe packets accordingly. As such, keep-alive probe packets sent
by network device at a time later in the detection interval receive increased QOS/ TOS priority and, therefore, receive
preferential treatment by intermediate network elements.
[0006] In addition, for keep-alive probe packets that are sent later in the detection interval, the network device may
also insert host-level preferential indicator within each of the packets to request preferential treatment at both itself and
the peer network device. For example, the host-level preferential indicator may indicate that the corresponding keep-
alive probe packet is the last to be sent prior to expiration of the detection interval. Hardware / software of the network
devices that handle packet transmissions, such as operating system (kernel) software including network stack software,
interface drivers, network interface hardware, such as a network interface card (NIC), provide preferential treatment
when servicing the transmission or reception of keep-alive probe packets and response packets.
[0007] Moreover, the peer network device may generate response communications so as to inherit the QOS/ TOS
settings and any host-level preferential indicator of the most recently received keep-alive probe packet.
[0008] In one example, a method includes maintaining, with a network device, a keep-alive transmit timer and a keep-
alive detection timer associated with a communication session with a peer network device within a network. The keep-
alive transmit timer defines a transmit time interval for transmitting keep-alive probe packets for the communication
session and the keep-alive detection timer defines a current detection interval within which a response communication
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(e.g., keep-alive response messages or asynchronous keep-alive probe messages) from the peer network device must
be received to avoid a failure event for the communication session. The method further includes responsive to expiration
of the keep-alive transit timer during the current detection interval, outputting, by the network device, a first keep-alive
probe packet associated with the communication session with the peer network device, wherein the keep-alive probe
packet includes quality of service (QoS) settings that controls forwarding priority of the keep-alive probe packet by packet-
switching devices within the network, and wherein the QoS settings have a value indicating a first priority level. The
method further includes, responsive to a second expiration of the keep-alive transit timer associated during the current
detection interval, determining whether a communication has been received from the peer network device since output
of the first keep-alive probe packet and, when the communication has not been received, outputting a second keep-
alive probe packet associated with the communication session, wherein the second keep-alive probe packet includes
QoS settings having a value indicating a second priority level increased from the first priority level.
[0009] In another example, a method includes receiving, by a network device, a keep-alive probe packet associated
with a communication session with a peer network device within a network, wherein the keep-alive probe packet includes
quality of service (QoS) settings that controls forwarding priority of the keep-alive probe packet by packet-switching
devices within the network. The method further includes constructing, with the network device, a keep-alive response
packet, copying the QoS settings of the keep-alive probe packet to QoS settings within the keep-alive response packet,
and outputting the keep-alive response packet from the network device to the peer network device.
[0010] In another example, a network device includes a memory, programmable processor(s), a network interface,
and a control unit. The control unit is configured to perform the operations described herein.
[0011] In another example, a computer-readable storage medium is encoded with instructions. The instructions cause
one or more programmable processors of a network device to perform the operations described herein.
[0012] The details of one or more examples are set forth in the accompanying drawings and the description below.
Other features and advantages of this disclosure will be apparent from the description and drawings, and from the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0013]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example network system in which techniques described herein may be
implemented.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating another example network system implementing the techniques described herein.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating an example network device in accordance with the disclosure herein.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an example router in accordance with the disclosure herein.
FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating example processes by which network devices participating in keep-alive messaging
schemes operate in accordance with one or more aspects of this disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example network system 10 in which techniques described herein may
be implemented. In this example, network system 10 includes network devices 12A, 12B ("network devices 12"), which
operate and interact with one another in accordance with the techniques described herein. Network devices 12 are
communicatively coupled to one another, either directly, or indirectly, via one or more intermediate network elements
("E") interconnected by physical links 18. Network elements 16 may, for example, be routers, switches, gateways,
firewalls and the like. Links 18 represent any physical medium, such as a copper wire, a coaxial cable, any of a host of
different fiber optic lines, a wireless connection, and various combinations thereof.
[0015] In general, network devices 12 execute applications that periodically send status messages (e.g., send "periodic
packets" or "keep-alive packets") to one another in order to indicate monitor operational and connectivity status of each
other. That is, by sending periodic inquiries and detecting receipt of similar periodic inquiries, network devices 12 detect
any failures, either as a result of failure of one or more of network devices 12, network elements 16 or of links 18 between
them. Upon detecting such a failure, the detecting network device 12 takes certain actions, such as redirecting commu-
nications to a different peer application. Network devices 12 may be end-user computers, desktops, laptops, mobile
devices, servers, virtual machines or networking infrastructure, such as routers, switches, gateways, firewalls, or other
network-enabled devices.
[0016] In the example of FIG. 1, an application executing on network device 12A establishes a communication session
15, such as a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) session, with network 12B and transmits keep-alive probe packets
14A to network device 12B over the communication session. When transmitted, keep-alive probe packets 14A are first
processed by transmit hardware / software on network device 12A (e.g., kernel software including network stack software,
interface drivers and network interface hardware), processed by hardware / software of intermediate network elements
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16 (e.g., packet forwarding ASICs, switch fabrics, packet queues of the network elements) when transporting the packets,
and ultimately processed by receive hardware / software of network device 12B.
[0017] In response, network device 12B transmits keep-alive response packets 14B on communication session 15.
That is, upon receiving a keep-alive probe packet 14A, network device 12B constructs a respective keep-alive response
packet 14B and outputs the response packet to network device 12A over the communication session. Keep-alive response
packet 14B are, therefore, processed by transmit hardware / software on network device 12B when transmitting the
packet, processed by hardware / software of network elements 16 (e.g., packet forwarding ASICs, switch fabrics, packet
queues) when transporting the packets and ultimately processed by receive hardware / software of network device 12A.
[0018] In operation, network device 12A implements a transmission (or "transmit") timer that controls transmission of
keep-alive probe packets 14A over the communication session. That is, the transmit timer measures intervals for network
device 12A to transmit a keep-alive probe packet 14A over the communication session, and triggers transmission of the
packet upon reaching the negotiated interval.
[0019] Network device 12A implements a detection timer to monitor receipt of keep-alive response packets 14B. The
detection timer measures intervals between received keep-alive probe packets 14B over the communication session.
Using the detection timer, network device 12A determines the operational status of network device 12B, i.e., whether
network device 12A is operational and in communication. For instance, if network device 12A does not receive a keep-
alive response packet 14B within the session detection time, the network device determines that a network event has
occurred that is preventing communication, such as a failure of an intermediate link 18 or network element 16 or failure
of hardware and/or software of network device 12B. In many instances, network device 12A sets the detection timer to
a multiple (e.g., an integer multiple) of the negotiated transmit interval, such as a value of 3 * Transmit_Interval. For
example, if the transmit interval is being used by network device 12A is 50ms, network device 12A may determine a
failure has occurred if no keep-alive response packet 14B is received in 150 ms, i.e., three (3) transmit intervals.
[0020] In some situations, the detection timer of network device 12A may expire even though network device 12B has
not failed and communication connectivity still exists between the devices. For example, network congestion, i.e., heavy
traffic loads leading to length packet queues, within intermediate network elements 16 may cause communication delays
that exceed the detection interval maintained by network device 12A. During this period, network device 12A will typically
have sent multiple keep-alive probe packets 14A, one for each respective transmit interval. Each of the successive keep-
alive probe packets 14A sent by network device 12A during the detection interval traverses intermediate elements 16
and links 18 and may be subject to the same congestion and network delays, thereby giving rise to a network event
upon expiration of the detection interval at network device 12B.
[0021] As described herein, in order to potentially avoid false alarms, network device 12A may adjusts quality of service
(QOS) / type of service (TOS) settings in keep-alive probe packets 14A that are sent later in the detection interval so as
to have escalating priorities. That is, when transmitting keep-alive probe packets 14A, network device 12A monitors
whether keep-alive response packets 14B have been received and sets the QOS/TOS settings within the header of the
keep-alive probe packets 14A accordingly. For example, network device 12A may utilize an increased QOS / TOS setting
in an outbound keep-alive probe packet 14A when an expected keep-alive response packet 14B has not been received
within a current detection interval. Moreover, network device 12A may utilize a further increased QOS / TOS setting
when transmitting subsequent keep-alive probe packets 14A when a keep-alive response packet 14B still has not been
received within the detection interval. As such, keep-alive probe packets 14A sent by network device 12A at a time later
in the detection interval of network device 12B receive increased QOS/ TOS priority and, therefore, receive preferential
treatment by intermediate network elements 16 and by queuing and processing operations of network devices 12A, 12B.
[0022] In addition, for keep-alive probe packets 14A that are sent later in the detection interval, network device 12A
may insert host-level preferential indicator within each of the packets to request preferential treatment by network devices
12A, 12B. For example, network device 12A may include the host-level preferential indicator within the final keep-alive
probe packet 14A to be transmitted before expiration of the detection interval of network device 12B. Keep-alive probe
packets 14A containing the host-level preferential indicator are serviced with a higher priority by both the transmission
hardware / software of network device 12A and the receive hardware / software of network device 12B. Example hardware
/ software of network devices 12A, 12B that typically handle packet transmissions include operating system (kernel)
software including network stack software, interface drivers, network interface hardware, such as a network interface
card (NIC). The hardware / software on network devices 12A, 12B may service the transmission or reception of keep-
alive probe packets 14A having the host-level preferential indicator on an interrupt-driven basis rather than a thread
polling scheme that would otherwise be used for keep-alive probe packets 14A that do not include the preferential
indicator. As another example, hardware / software of network devices 12A, 12B may maintain separate transmit and
receive queues for keep-alive probe packets 14A that contain the preferential indicator, thereby bypassing queues used
for packets that do not contain the host-level preferential indicator.
[0023] In this way, the techniques described herein may help ensure timely delivery of keep-alive probe packets 14A
when expiration of the detection interval maintained by network device 12A is approaching, thereby increasing the
likelihood of the keep-alive probe packets reaching network device 12B and avoiding false alarms due to network
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congestion within network elements 16 or network devices 12A, 12B themselves.
[0024] Moreover, in some example implementations, network device 12B generates keep-alive response packets 14B
so as to inherit the QOS/ TOS settings and any host-level preferential indicator of the most recently received keep-alive
probe packet 14A. That is, when constructing keep-alive response packets 14B, network device 12B may set the
QOS/TOS settings within the packet header to be the same as the QOS/TOS settings within the packet header of the
most-recently received keep-alive probe packet 14A. Moreover, network device 12B may also set the host-level prefer-
ential indicator within keep-alive response packets 14B to be the same as the host-level preferential indicator of the
most-recently received keep-alive probe packet 14A. As such, in the event a keep-alive probe packet 14A is received
having escalated priority and host-level preferential indicator, thereby receiving priorities processing and avoiding network
congestion within intermediate network elements 16 and/or network devices 12A, the keep-alive response packet 14B
sent in response thereto will automatically have the same escalated priorities and host-level preferential indicator. Thus,
in this example implementation, the keep-alive response packet 14B will similarly have an increased likelihood of avoiding
network congestion within intermediate network elements 16 and/or network devices 12A so as to be received and
processed by network device 12A within the expected time frame. In other words, receipt of a keep-alive probe packet
14A having escalated priority and host-level preferential indicator provides an indication to network device 12B that
network device 12A is operational but is not receiving keep-alive response packets 14B and, therefore, network device
12A has escalated the priorities and host-level preferential indicator in an effort to avoid false alarm triggering of a failure
of the keep-alive messaging scheme. As such, network device 12B mirrors the priorities and host-level preferential
indicator into keep-alive response packets 14B when generating the keep-alive response packets to further assist avoid-
ance of triggering false alarms.
[0025] In one example implementation, applications executing on network devices 12A, 12B may configure the Dif-
ferentiated Services Field (DS Field) in the IPv4 and IPv6 headers of the keep-alive probe packets 14A and keep-alive
response packets 14B to set desired QOS/TOS priories for packets. Further example details of the differentiated services
field in IP are described in RFC 2474, Definition of the Differentiated Services Field (DS Field) in the IPv4 and IPv6
Headers, December 1998, the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.
[0026] Moreover, when utilizing TCP/IP-based communication sessions, the applications of network devices 12A, 12B
may utilize one or more of the Reserved bits or the "Urgent" (URG) bit of the TCP header to carry the host-level preferential
indicator. As another example implementation, when utilizing BFD communication sessions, network devices 12A, 12B
may utilize one or more of the Diagnostic (DIAG) bit of the BFD header to carry the host-level preferential indicator. As
another example, applications may utilize the Options field within the IP header to carry the host-level preferential
indicatory.
[0027] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating another example in which network devices 12A, 12B exchange keep-alive
packets with one another. In the example described above with respect to FIG. 1, network device 12A, 12B are imple-
menting an acknowledgement-based communication scheme in which network device 12A transmits keep-alive probe
packets 14A and network device 12B responds with a response communication, e.g., keep-alive response packets 14B.
In the example implementation of FIG. 2, network devices 12A, 12B each output a so-called "heart beat" of keep-alive
probe packets over one or more communication sessions 15A, 15B. That is, in this example, network device 12A transmits
keep-alive probe packets 14A at a certain transmit interval while network device 12B similarly outputs keep-alive probe
packets 14B at a certain transmit interval. As described above, each network device 12A, 12B monitors whether keep-
alive probe packets have been received from the other device within a current detection interval, and when generating
and transmitting its respective keep-alive probe packets, sets the QOS/TOS settings within the header of the keep-alive
probe packet accordingly. For example, network device 12A may utilize an increased QOS / TOS setting when a keep-
alive probe packet 14B has not been received within a detection interval maintained by network device 12A. Similarly,
network device 12B may utilize an increased QOS / TOS setting for keep-alive probe packet 14B when a keep-alive
probe packet 14A has not been received within a current detection interval maintained by network device 12B. In addition,
network devices 12A,12B may insert host-level preferential indicator when transmitting for keep-alive probe packets
14A, 14B, respectively, to request preferential treatment by network devices 12A, 12B.
[0028] As described, keep-alive probe packets 14A, 14B having increase QOS/ TOS priority receive preferential
treatment by intermediate network elements 16, and such packets having host-level preferential indicator are further
prioritized and efficiently processed by network devices 12A, 12B. In this way, the techniques described herein may
help ensure timely delivery of keep-alive probe packets 14A, 14B so as to avoid false alarms due to network congestion
within network elements 16 or network devices 12A, 12B themselves.
[0029] Moreover, in some examples, both network devices 12A, 12B generates keep-alive probe packets 14A, 14B
so as to inherit the QOS/ TOS settings and any host-level preferential indicator of the keep-alive probe packet most
recently received from the other network device. That is, upon receiving an incoming keep-alive probe packet having
increased QOS/ TOS settings and host-level preferential indicator, the receiving one of the network devices 12 copies
the settings in the next keep-alive probe packet that it transmits. For example, receipt of a keep-alive probe packet 14A
having escalated priority and host-level preferential indicator provides an indication to the receiving network device 12B
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that network device 12A is operational but is not receiving keep-alive probe packets 14B from network device 12B and
that, in response, network device 12A has escalated the priorities and host-level preferential indicator in an effort to
avoid false alarm triggering of a failure of the keep-alive messaging scheme. As such, network device 12B mirrors the
priorities and host-level preferential indicator into keep-alive probe packets 14B when generating the keep-alive probe
packets to further assist avoidance of triggering false alarms.
[0030] The techniques described above with respect to FIGS 1 and 2, may be applied to a variety of network protocols
that utilizes periodic messages for indicating operational and connectivity status to a peer device. One example protocol
is referred to as the bidirectional forwarding detection (BFD) protocol, which is commonly used between two network
devices in order for each router to closely monitor the state (e.g., health) of the other device. For example, network
devices 12 may establish a BFD session for sending and responding to status inquiries in the form of Hello packets,
either asynchronously or when needed (e.g., as in the BFD Demand Mode). In either case, the BFD protocol provides
a very short interval of time between which network devices 12 must transmit periodic messages, and thus may facilitate
the quicker detection of failures by network devices 12 that are in an active BFD session. Further example details of the
BFD protocol are described in D. Katz, D. Ward, Bidirectional Forwarding Detection, June 2010, the entire contents
being incorporated herein by reference.
[0031] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating an example network device 100 that provides an operating environment
for one or more applications 103A-103M ("applications 103"). For example, network device 100 may represent any of
network devices 12A, 12B of FIGS. 1, 2.
[0032] In this example, network device 100 includes a network interface 101 to send and receive network packets. In
addition, network device 100 includes a microprocessor 110 executing operating system 106 to provide an execution
environment for one or more applications 103 that communicate with other network devices over a packet-based network.
In general, applications 103 represent any component of a network device that utilizes keep-alive messages to commu-
nicate with other network device. As discussed herein, in example implementations, network device may be an endpoint
network device, e.g., a user computing device, backend server or virtual machine executing in the "cloud." Example
user-related applications include email applications, video conferencing applications, peer computing applications, and
the like. As additional examples, network device 100 may provide network operations, such as a router, switch, firewall,
Intrusion detection system, network cache, DNS server. Example applications 103 include routing protocols, device
management applications, such as BFD, SNMP or NETCONF, or the like.
[0033] In the example of FIG. 3, operating system 106 executing within network device 100 implements kernel-level
processes for handling data at various layers of the open systems interconnection (OSI) networking model (shown as
protocol stack 114). Operating system 106 provides an API by which applications 103 creates sockets 112 and estab-
lishes, for example, TCP/IP-based communication sessions for sending and receiving routing messages for each socket.
Details of the OSI model are described in ISO 7498, 2nd Information technology -- Open Systems Interconnection --
Basic Reference Model: The Basic Model, (1994), incorporated herein by reference. Further details of TCP are described
in RFC 793, TRANSMISSION CONTROL PROTOCOL, Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), September 1981, the
entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.
[0034] Sockets 112 are logical constructs having data structures and state data maintained by operating system 106
and may be viewed as acting as interfaces between applications 103 and protocol stack 114. For instance, sockets 112
may include one or more data structures that define data relating to one or communication sessions, such as a file
descriptor of a socket, a thread identifier of the socket, an active/backup state of the socket, and a pointer to a TCP
socket within protocol stack 114. Sockets are used herein as one common mechanism for establishing communication
sessions between devices and the techniques described herein may be applied to any other type of communication
session that utilizes which session maintenance messages.
[0035] In the example, TCP implementation of protocol stack 114 includes a keep alive manager 116 that provides
keep-alive functionality for each socket 112 instantiated by applications 103. For example, for each socket, keep alive
manager 116 creates timers 122, such as a transmit timer and a detection timer, for triggering transmission of keep alive
probe messages and keep alive response messages, respectively, for the corresponding socket, i.e., for each commu-
nication session established by applications 103. Keep-alive transmit controller ("TX") 118 and keep-alive receive con-
troller ("RCV") 120 operate responsive to transmit and detection timers 122, respectively, in accordance with the tech-
niques described herein.
[0036] For example, keep-alive receive controller 120 produces message 124 to inform keep-alive transmit controller
118 when a keep-alive response message is received for a given communication session. When constructing and
transmitting keep-alive probe packets 14A, keep-alive transmit controller 118 sets the QOS/TOS settings within the
header of the packets based on when a most-recent keep-alive response packets 14B was received within a current
detection interval. For example, keep-alive transmit controller 118 may utilize an increased QOS / TOS setting when
constructing a current keep-alive probe packet 14A if a keep-alive response packet 14B has not been received since
transmission of the prior keep-alive probe packet 14A within the current detection interval. Moreover, keep-alive transmit
controller 118 may utilize a further increased QOS / TOS setting when transmitting subsequent keep-alive probe packets
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14A in the event a keep-alive response packet 14B still has not been received at a time later in that same detection
interval. As such, keep-alive probe packets 14A sent by keep-alive transmit controller 118 at a time later in the detection
interval for the respective socket 112 receive increased QOS/ TOS priority and, therefore, receive preferential treatment
by intermediate network elements. In addition, for keep-alive probe packets 14A that are sent later in the detection
interval, keep-alive transmit controller 118 may insert host-level preferential indicator within each of the packets to request
preferential treatment by endpoint network devices. In this way, the techniques described herein may help ensure timely
delivery of keep-alive probe packets 14A when expiration of the detection interval is approaching, thereby avoiding false
alarms due to network congestion within network elements 16 or network devices 12A, 12B themselves.
[0037] As one example, keep-alive transmit controller 118 may operate generally as shown in Table 1. In this example,
keep-alive receive controller 120 is configured with a detection interval of five (5) times the transmit interval and, in the
event keep-alive response packets 14B are not received from a peer network device, constructs keep-alive probe packets
throughout the detection interval as shown in Table 1.

[0038] In this example, keep-alive transmit controller 118 constructs the first and second keep-alive probe packets
14A within a current detection interval for the communication session as a conventional keep-alive probe packet 14A,
i.e., without any TOS/ QOS settings and without requesting any host-level preferential indicator. In the event a keep-
alive response packet 14B has not been received by the time keep-alive transmit controller 118 is to transmit the third
keep-alive probe packet 14A within the same detection interval, keep-alive transmit controller 118 constructs the third
keep alive probe packet 14A within the detection interval to have increased priority bits, e.g., set to a MEDIUM priority
level, but does not at this time include a host-level preferential indicator within the keep-alive probe packet. In the event
a keep-alive response packet 14B has still not been received by keep-alive receive controller 120 when time keep-alive
transmit controller 118 is triggered to transmit the fourth keep-alive probe packet 14A within the same detection interval,
the keep-alive transmit controller 118 constructs the fourth keep alive probe packet 14A to have increased priority bits,
e.g., set to a MEDIUM priority level as well as having a host-level preferential indicator. Finally, in this example, if a keep-
alive response packet 14B has not been received by keep-alive receive controller 120 when keep-alive transmit controller
118 is triggered to transmit the fifth keep-alive probe packet 14A, the keep-alive transmit controller constructs the fifth
keep alive probe packet 14A within the detection interval to have increased priority bits of HIGH priority level and to
include a host-level preferential indicator.
[0039] In addition, keep-alive transmit controller 118 and keep-alive receive controller 120 of network device 100
operate to respond to keep-alive messages from other device for a given communication session. For example, keep-
alive receive controller 120 may receive inbound keep alive probe message 14A’. Responsive to those inbound keep-
alive probe message 14A’, keep-alive receive controller 120 outputs message 126 directing transmit controller 118 to
construct and output a keep-alive response message 14B’. When generating message 126, keep alive receive controller
120 includes and priority settings (e.g., QOS / TOS bits) and any host-level preferential indicator that were present within
inbound keep-alive probe message 14A’, thereby communicating this information to keep alive transmit controller 118.
In response, keep alive transmit controller 118 generates keep-alive response packets 14B’ so as to inherit the QOS/
TOS settings and any host-level preferential indicator of the most recently received keep-alive probe packet 14A’. That
is, when constructing keep-alive response packets 14B’, keep alive transmit controller 118 set the QOS/TOS settings
and host-level preferential indicator within the packet header to be the same as (i.e., copies) the QOS/TOS settings and
host-level preferential indicator within the packet header of the most-recently received keep-alive probe packet 14A’, as
specified by message 126. As such, in the event a keep-alive probe packet 14A’ is received having escalated priority
and host-level preferential indicator, thereby receiving priorities processing and avoiding network congestion within
intermediate network elements and/or host network devices, the keep-alive response packets 14B’ sent in response
thereto will automatically have the same escalated priorities and host-level preferential indicator.
[0040] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an example router 230 in accordance with the disclosure herein. Router
230 is one example implementation of any of network devices 12 illustrated in FIGS. 1-3. While router 230 illustrates

TABLE 1

KEEP ALIVE PROBE PACKET SEQUENCE # PRIORITY BITS HOST-LEVEL PREFERENTIAL INDICATOR

1 LOW NO

2 LOW NO

3 MED NO

4 MED YES

5 HIGH YES
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one possible router implementation to perform the techniques described herein, it will be appreciated that various other
implementations are possible in accordance with this disclosure.
[0041] In this example, router 230 includes a control unit 231 that comprises a routing engine 232 and a forwarding
engine 234. In addition, router 230 includes a set of interface cards (IFCs) 250A-250N (collectively, "IFCs 250") for
communicating packets via inbound links 252A-52N (collectively, "inbound links 252") and outbound links 254A-254N
(collectively, "outbound links 254").
[0042] Routing engine 232 primarily provides an operating environment for control plane protocols, such as those
included in protocols 240. For example, one or more routing protocols ("RPs") 247 that maintain routing information 236
to reflect the current topology of a network and other network entities to which it is connected. In particular, each RP
247 updates routing information 236 to accurately reflect the topology of the network and other entities. Example routing
protocols include Multi-Protocol Border Gateway Protocol (mpBGP), the Intermediate System to Intermediate System
(ISIS) routing protocol, the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) routing protocol and the like.
[0043] Routing engine 232 generates and programs forwarding engine 234 with forwarding information 238 that as-
sociates network destinations with specific next hops and corresponding interface ports of IFCs 250 in accordance with
routing information 236. Routing engine 232 may generate forwarding information 238 in the form of a radix tree having
leaf nodes that represent destinations within the network.
[0044] Based on forwarding information 238, forwarding engine 234 forwards packets received from inbound links
252 to outbound links 254 that correspond to next hops associated with destinations of the packets. U.S. Patent 7,184,437
provides details on an example embodiment of a router that utilizes a radix tree for route resolution, the contents of
which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.
[0045] In one example, forwarding engine 234 is a rich and dynamic shared forwarding plane, optionally distributed
over a multi-chassis router. Moreover, forwarding plane 234 may be provided by dedicated forwarding integrated circuits
normally associated with high-end routing components of a network router. Further details of one example embodiment
of router 230 can be found in U.S. Provisional Patent Application 61/054,692, filed May 20, 2008, entitled "STREAMLINED
PACKET FORWARDING USING DYNAMIC FILTERS FOR ROUTING AND SECURITY IN A SHARED FORWARDING
PLANE," which is incorporated herein by reference.
[0046] Moreover, as shown in FIG. 4, protocols 240 include BFD module 239 that is enhanced in accordance with the
techniques described herein. For example, BFD module 239, in conjunction with other components of router 230, is
configured to avoid potential false alarms as described herein. BFD module 239 of routing engine 232 may program
BFD module 239’ in forwarding engine 234 or similar logic (not shown) in any of IFCs 50 that utilize BFD protocol-based
logic to monitor incoming BFD packets and report a failed connection with another router to routing engine 239. BFD
module 239 may, for example, program BFD module 239’ with configuration information that specifies TOS/ QOS settings
and host-level preferential indicator that escalate for keep-alive probe packets sent later within a detection interval of
the acknowledging device, such as the example shown in Table 1. The configuration information may be received from
an administrator, e.g., by a device management session, or from the peer network device during session negotiation.
[0047] BFD module 239’ implements BFD protocol-based functionalities, such as transmitting and monitoring for
periodic BFD packets received by forwarding engine 234, thereby conserving resources that would otherwise be ex-
pended by routing engine 232. In case of a detected connectivity failure, BFD module 239’ is configured to transmit a
failure notification, or other similar indication, to BFD module 239 of routing engine 232. In response to receiving the
failure notification from BFD module 239’ of forwarding engine 234, BFD module 239 causes RP 247 to update the
network topology currently stored to routing information 236, to reflect the failed link(s) represented by the BFD failure.
[0048] As shown in FIG. 4, forwarding engine 234 includes keep-alive manager 216, which is communicatively coupled
to BFD module 239’. While shown separately from BFD module 239’ for purposes of clarity, in various examples, keep-
alive manager 216 may be included in BFD 239’, or may be implemented in other components of router 230.
[0049] In general, keep-alive manager 216 operates as described herein, such as with respect to keep alive manager
116, to reduce avoidance of triggering false alarms with respect to BFD protocol implemented by BFD module 239’.
That is, keep-alive manager 216 provides keep-alive functionality for each BFD session instantiated by BFD module
239’. For example, for each communication session, keep alive manager 216 instantiates a transmit timer and a detection
timer, for triggering transmission of BFD keep alive messages and, if required, BFD keep alive response messages,
respectively, for the corresponding BFD session. Although not shown in FIG. 4, keep-alive manager 216 may include a
keep-alive transmit controller and a keep-alive receive controller that operate responsive to internal timers as described
with respect to keep-alive TX controller 118 and keep-alive RCV controller 120 in accordance with the techniques
described herein. As such, keep-alive manager 216 may generate BFD keep-alive packets at a time later in the detection
interval for the respective BFD session to include increased QOS/ TOS priority and, therefore, receive preferential
treatment by intermediate network elements. In addition, for BFD keep-alive packets that are sent later in the detection
interval, keep-alive manager 216 may insert host-level preferential indicator within each of the packets to request pref-
erential treatment by endpoint network devices. In this way, the techniques described herein may help ensure timely
delivery of BFD keep-alive packets when expiration of the detection interval is approaching, thereby avoiding false alarms
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due to network congestion. Moreover, when constructing BFD keep-alive packets, keep alive manager 216 may set the
QOS/TOS settings and host-level preferential indicator within the packet header to be the same as the QOS/TOS settings
and host-level preferential indicator within the packet header of the most-recently received BFD keep-alive packet. As
such, in the event a BFD keep-alive probe packet is received having escalated priority and host-level preferential indicator,
thereby receiving priorities processing and avoiding network congestion within intermediate network elements and/or
host network devices, the BFD keep-alive packets sent in response thereto will automatically have the same escalated
priorities and host-level preferential indicator.
[0050] The architecture of router 230 illustrated in FIG. 4 is shown for illustrative purposes only. In other implementa-
tions, router 230 may be configured in a variety of ways. In one example, control unit 231 and its corresponding functionality
may be distributed within IFCs 250. Control unit 231 may be implemented solely in software, or hardware, or may be
implemented as a combination of software, hardware, or firmware. For example, control unit 231 may include one or
more processors which execute software instructions. In that case, the various software modules of control unit 231,
such as protocols 240, may comprise executable instructions stored on a computer-readable medium, such as one or
more of computer memory, computer readable-storage devices (e.g., hard disks and/or solid-state disks), or non-tran-
sitory computer-readable media.
[0051] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating example processes by which network devices participating in keep-alive mes-
saging schemes operate in accordance with one or more aspects of this disclosure. In the example of FIG. 5, the
techniques are described with respect to a first network device and a second (peer) network device. The network devices
of FIG. 5 may, for example, represent any of network devices 12A, 12B of FIGS. 1-2, network device 100 of FIG. 3 or
network router 200 of FIG. 4.
[0052] Initially, the first network device receives configuration information (300) and establishes a communication
session, such as a BFD session, with the peer network device (301). For instance, the first network device may receive
configuration information that specifies TOS/ QOS settings and host-level preferential indicator that escalate for keep-
alive probe packets sent later within a detection interval of the acknowledging device, such as the example shown in
Table 1. The configuration information may be received from an administrator, e.g., by a device management session,
or from the peer network device.
[0053] Upon establishing the network session with the peer network device, the first network device initiates a transmit
timer for the session (302) and, responsive to expiration of the transmit timer, constructs and outputs keep-alive probe
packets (304). As described herein, in order to potentially avoid false alarms, the transmitting network device adjusts
quality of service (QOS) / type of service (TOS) settings and any host-level preferential indicators in the keep-alive probe
packets that are sent later in the detection interval so as to have escalating priorities. That is, when constructing a given
keep-alive probe packet, the network device determines whether a communication (e.g., a keep-alive response packet
or a keep-alive probe packet) has been received from the peer network device since the last keep-alive probe packet
transmitted by the network device. When a communication has not been received the network device constructs and
outputs the keep-alive probe packet and sets the QoS settings based on the configuration data so as to have increased
priority. Moreover, when the communication from the peer network device has not been received, the network device
sets the host-level preferential indicator of the keep-alive probe packet to have a value indicating that preferential
treatment is requested.
[0054] The peer network device constructs a response communication (306). As one example, the peer network device
may construct a keep-alive response packet in response to receiving the keep-alive probe packet. As another example,
the peer network device may construct its own keep-alive probe packet upon expiration of a respective transmit timer.
In any event, the peer network device copies the QoS settings and any host-level preferential indicator of the first keep-
alive probe packet to QoS settings and host-level preferential indicator of the response communication (308). Once
constructed, the peer network device outputs the response communication to the first network device (310). The peer
network device may output the response communication on the same network session on which the keep-alive probe
packet was received. For example, the peer network device may construct and output the response communication as
a keep-alive response packet and output the keep-alive response packet on the same communication session. Alter-
natively, the peer network device may output the response communication to the first network device on a different
communication session. For example, the peer network device may construct the response communication as a keep-
alive probe packet (e.g., asynchronous BFD probe packet) and output the keep-alive probe packet on a separate com-
munications session different from the communication session on which the keep-alive probe packet was received from
the first network device.
[0055] The techniques described in this disclosure may be implemented in hardware or any combination of hardware
and software (including firmware). Any features described as units, modules, or components may be implemented
together in an integrated logic device or separately as discrete but interoperable logic devices. If implemented in hardware,
the techniques may be realized in a processor, a circuit, a collection of logic elements, or any other apparatus that
performs the techniques described herein. If implemented in software, the techniques may be realized at least in part
by a transitory or non-transitory computer-readable storage medium or computer-readable storage device encoded with,
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having stored thereon, or otherwise comprising instructions that, when executed, cause one or more processors, such
as programmable processor(s), to perform one or more of the methods described above. The non-transitory computer-
readable medium may form part of a computer program product, which may include packaging materials. The non-
transitory computer-readable medium may comprise random access memory (RAM) such as synchronous dynamic
random access memory (SDRAM), read-only memory (ROM), nonvolatile random access memory (NVRAM), electrically
erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM), FLASH memory, magnetic or optical data storage media, and
the like. The techniques additionally, or alternatively, may be realized at least in part by a computer readable commu-
nication medium that carries or communicates code in the form of instructions or data structures and that can be accessed,
read, and/or executed by a computer.
[0056] The code may be executed by one or more processors, such as one or more digital signal processors (DSPs),
general purpose microprocessors, application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), field programmable logic arrays (FP-
GAs), or other equivalent integrated or discrete logic circuitry. Accordingly, the term "processor," as used herein, may
refer to any of the foregoing structures or any other structure suitable for implementation of the techniques described
herein. Likewise, the term "control unit," as used herein, may refer to any of the foregoing structures or any other structure
suitable for implementation of the techniques described herein. In addition, in some aspects, the functionality described
herein may be provided within dedicated software and hardware units configured to perform the techniques of this
disclosure. Depiction of different features as units is intended to highlight different functional aspects of the devices
illustrated and does not necessarily imply that such units must be realized by separate hardware or software components.
Rather, functionality associated with one or more units may be integrated within common or separate hardware or
software components.
[0057] Thus, from one perspective, there have now been described techniques to reduce false alarms in network
devices utilizing keepalive messaging schemes. In order to potentially avoid false alarms, a transmitting network device
adjusts quality of service QOS / TOS settings in keep-alive probe packets that are sent later in a current detection interval
such that the keep-alive probe packets have escalating priorities. In addition, for keep-alive probe packets that are sent
later in the current detection interval, the network device may also insert host-level preferential indicator within each of
the packets to request preferential treatment at both itself and the peer network device.
[0058] Various examples have been described. These and other examples are within the scope of the following claims.

Claims

1. A method comprising:

maintaining, with a network device, a keep-alive transmit timer and a keep-alive detection timer associated with
a communication session with a peer network device within a network, wherein the keep-alive transmit timer
defines a transmit time interval for transmitting keep-alive probe packets for the communication session and
the keep-alive detection timer defines a current detection interval within which a response communication from
the peer network device must be received to avoid a failure event for the communication session;
responsive to expiration of the keep-alive transit timer during the current detection interval, outputting, by the
network device, a first keep-alive probe packet associated with the communication session with the peer network
device, wherein the keep-alive probe packet includes quality of service (QoS) settings that controls forwarding
priority of the keep-alive probe packet by packet-switching devices within the network, and wherein the QoS
settings have a value indicating a first priority level; and
responsive to a second expiration of the keep-alive transit timer associated during the current detection interval,
determining whether a communication has been received from the peer network device since output of the first
keep-alive probe packet and, when the communication has not been received, outputting a second keep-alive
probe packet associated with the communication session, wherein the second keep-alive probe packet includes
QoS settings having a value indicating a second priority level increased from the first priority level.

2. The method of claim 1,
wherein the first keep-alive probe packet and the second keep-alive probe packet each includes a host-level pref-
erential indicator separate from the QoS settings that specifies preferential treatment for the first keep-alive probe
packet by packet processing software or hardware on the network device when outputting the first keep-alive probe
packet and by packet processing software or hardware on the peer network device when receiving the first keep-
alive probe packet,
wherein the network device sets the host-level preferential indicator of the first keep-alive probe packet to have a
first value indicating that preferential treatment is not requested, and
wherein, when the communication from the peer network device has not been received, the network device sets
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the host-level preferential indicator of the second keep-alive probe packet to have a second value indicating that
preferential treatment is requested.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the host-level preferential indicator comprise one of: a flag set within a reserved
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) bit, a flag set within an unused bidirectional forwarding detection (BFD) protocol
diagnostic bit, or an unused Internet Protocol (IP) options bit.

4. The method of any of claims 1-3, wherein the communication from the peer network device comprises a keep-alive
response packet sent by the peer network device to the network device on the communication session.

5. The method of any of claims 1-3, wherein the communication from the peer network device comprises a keep-alive
probe packet sent by the peer network device to the network device on a second communication session.

6. The method of any of claims 1-5,
wherein the communication session comprises a bidirectional forwarding detection (BFD) protocol session between
the network device and the peer network device,
wherein the first keep-alive probe packet and the second keep-alive probe packets output by the network device
comprises BFD keep-alive probe packets, and
wherein the communication from the peer network device comprises a BFD keep-alive probe packet sent by the
peer network device to the network device on a second communication session.

7. The method of any of claims 1-6, further comprising
receiving, by the peer network device, the first keep-alive probe packet;
constructing, with the peer network device, a keep-alive response packet, wherein constructing the keep-alive
response packet includes copying the QoS settings of the first keep-alive probe packet to QoS settings within the
keep-alive response packet; and
outputting the keep-alive response packet from the peer device to the network device.

8. The method of claim of claim 7,
wherein the first keep-alive probe packet includes a host-level preferential indicator that specifies preferential treat-
ment for the first keep-alive probe packet by packet processing software or hardware on the network device when
outputting the first keep-alive probe packet and by packet processing software or hardware on the peer network
device when receiving the first keep-alive probe packet, and
wherein constructing the keep-alive response packet with the peer network device includes copying the preferential
indicator of the first keep-alive probe packet received from the network deice to a preferential indicator within the
keep-alive response packet.

9. A method comprising:

receiving, by a network device, a keep-alive probe packet associated with a communication session with a peer
network device within a network, wherein the keep-alive probe packet includes quality of service (QoS) settings
that controls forwarding priority of the keep-alive probe packet by packet-switching devices within the network;
constructing, with the network device, a keep-alive response packet, wherein constructing the keep-alive re-
sponse packet includes copying the QoS settings of the keep-alive probe packet to QoS settings within the
keep-alive response packet; and
outputting the keep-alive response packet from the network device to the peer network device.

10. The method of claim 9,
wherein the keep-alive probe packet includes a host-level preferential indicator that specifies preferential treatment
for the keep-alive probe packet by packet processing software or hardware on the network device when receiving
the keep-alive probe packet and by packet processing software or hardware on the peer network device when
transmitting the first keep-alive probe packet, and
wherein constructing the keep-alive response packet with the network device includes copying the preferential
indicator of the keep-alive probe packet received from the network deice to a preferential indicator within the keep-
alive response packet.

11. A network device comprising:
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one or more programmable processors coupled to a memory storing instructions and at least one network
interface; and
wherein, when executing the instructions, the processor is configured to:

maintain a keep-alive transmit timer and a keep-alive detection timer associated with a communication
session with a peer network device within a network, wherein keep-alive transmit timer defines a transmit
time interval for transmitting keep-alive probe packets for the communication session and the keep-alive
detection timer defines a current detection interval within which a response communication from the peer
network device must be received to avoid a failure event for the communication session;
responsive to expiration of the keep-alive transit timer during the current detection interval, output a first
keep-alive probe packet associated with the communication session with the peer network device, wherein
the keep-alive probe packet includes quality of service (QoS) settings that controls forwarding priority of
the keep-alive probe packet by packet-switching devices within the network, and wherein the QoS settings
have a value indicating a first priority level; and
responsive to a second expiration of the keep-alive transit timer associated during the current detection
interval, determine whether a communication has been received from the peer network device since output
of the first keep-alive probe packet and, when the communication has not been received, output a second
keep-alive probe packet associated with the communication session, wherein the second keep-alive probe
packet includes QoS settings having a value indicating a second priority level increased from the first priority
level.

12. The network device of claim 11, wherein the processor is configured to perform any of the methods of claims 1-8.

13. A network device comprising:

one or more programmable processors coupled to a memory storing instructions and at least one network
interface; and
wherein, when executing the instructions, the processor is configured to:

receive, by a network device, a keep-alive probe packet associated with a communication session with a
peer network device within a network, wherein the keep-alive probe packet includes quality of service (QoS)
settings that controls forwarding priority of the keep-alive probe packet by packet-switching devices within
the network;
construct, with the network device, a keep-alive response packet, wherein constructing the keep-alive
response packet includes copying the QoS settings of the keep-alive probe packet to QoS settings within
the keep-alive response packet; and
output the keep-alive response packet from the network device to the peer network device.

14. The network device of claim 13, wherein the processor is configured to perform any of the methods of claims 9-10.
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